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EXOTIC DRIFT SEEDS IN NORWAY: VERNACULAR NAMES,
BEUEFS, AND USES
TORBJ0RN ALM
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ABSTRACT.-Seeds of some "Vest Indian plants are sometimes transported across
the Atlantic and deposited along the coast of Norway. The seeds of some Fabaceae
species are sufficiently large and cunspicuous to be noticed by the layman, including those of Dioclea rej7£xfl, Entad.? f{igas and lvfucuna sloan-ei, \'\'mch drt' the only
'1common" drift seed species in Norway. Such seeds have found a position in the
folklore of all the ethnic groups living in Non-vay, espedaUy among the Norwegian and Sami inhabitants, but also among the Finnish and Gypsy (Romany- and
Rodi-speaking) minority groups. Norwegian vernacular names reflect their supposed origin (e,g'f sj(1f18nner 'S€a beans') or uses (e.g., losningsstein 'loosening stone'
and bustein 'cattle stone'). In Norwegian folk tradition, the seeds have been used
mainly as an aid during childbirth and to cure various diseases in cattle. In Sami
tradition the seeds seem to have been used only for humans, both during childbirth and to cure various diseases, In all ethnic groups, the seeds were considered
rare and precious objects, as revealed both by sonte of their vernacular numes
and the strict traditions related to the way of handling and storage of such seeds.

Key ,,\fords: drift seeds, Nonvegian, Sami, vernacular names, folk medicine,

RESliMEN.-En ocasiones, 13s semillas de algunas plantas de las Antillas son
transportadas a travCs del Atlantico y depositadas en las costas de Noruega. En
el caso de algunas especies de leguminosas {Fabaceae), las semillas son sufidente~
mente grandes y conspicuas para que los lugarcnos reparen en ellas. Entre £'Has,
las de Diodea r~(lexa, Entada gigas y i\1ueuna sloanei son las unkas especies con
semmas de deriva Ncomunes" en Noruega. Estas semillas han hallado un lugar
en el folklore de todos los grupos etnicos que \liven en Noruega, espedalmente
entre 105 habitantes noruegos y Sami; peru tambien entre los grupos minoritarios
de finlandeses y gitanos (de lengua... Romani y Rodi). Los nombres vemaculos en
Noruego reflejan su supuesto origen (por ejemplo sjebemur 'alubias marinas') 0
sus US()S (como lesningssfein 'piedra de aflojar' 0 bu..:;tein 'piedra del ganad(i). En
la tradici6n popular noruega las semillas se han utilizado principalmente como
ayuda al nacimiento de nmos y para curar varias enfermedades del ganado. En
Ia tradidon Sami las semillas p<trecen haberse utilizadQ <'xdusivamente para humanos, en el parte y para eurar varias dalendas, En tados los grupos etnkos las
semiUas se consideraban objetos escasos y preciosos, como 10 revelan algunos de
sus nombres vernaculos y €strictas tradidones en 10 referente a su manipulacion
y almacenamiento.
f

RESUME-Des graines de plantes des Antilles deriven! parfois sur I'Atiantique
et echouent sur les cOtes de Norvege. Les graines de quelques especes de Fabilceae
sont assez grandes et distinctes pour attirer l'attention des prof,mes, y compris
celIe; de Diodea reflexa, Entuda gigas et Afucuna slOi1t1ei, les seules graines "ordi-
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naires" a deriver jnsqu'en Norvege, Ces graines font partie du folklore de toutes
Ie;; ethnies de Norvege. On les trouve en particulicr dnns la tradition des. Sames;
et dans celIe des minorites finlandaises et Roms/Tsiganes de langues romani et
radio Les noms vernaculaires norvegiens TeflNent leur origine supposee {par exernple sjsbImner 'haricots de mer') ou leur utilisation, (par exernple f(}5nirrgsstein
'pierre a degager' et bustein 'pierre a be-taW}. D,;ms la tradition popu13ire norvegienne: IE'S graines etaient surtout utilisees pour facHiter les accouchements et
soigner diverses maladies du betail. Dans la tradition des Sames, il semble que
Ies graines etaient: uhlis€iL'S tmiquel1wnt pour les etres humains dans les soins lors
des accouchements et pour des affections varia'S. Pour toutes les dhnies ces graines etaient rares et predeuses ainsi que le revelent certains de leurs noms vernaculaires et Ies rcgles anciennes srf'ictes concernant leur utiljsi;1{ion et leur stock-

age.
[l\1TRODUCTION
Norway has one of the I'mgest coastlines of any country in the world-57,258
km-€xtending from 57"58' to 71"11' north latitude (excluding the arctic archipelago of Spitsbergen). It is also blessed with an unusually mild climate for its
latitude, due to an extensive northwards transport of warm waters in the Norwegian coastal current, itself an extension of the Atlantic current, which crosses
the North Atlantic from the Gulf of Mexico.
In addition to warm waters, this large-scale transport across the Atlantic
brings flotsam from the West Indies and adjacent areas. Drift seeds of about a
dozen tropical and subtropical species have been recorded along the coast of
Norway (AIm and Nelson 1998, 2003; Nelson 1998a, 2000). Of these, the beans of
Diodea reflexa Hooker f., tn/ada gigas (L.) Fawc. & Rend!. and l,,1ucunIJ sloane! Fawc.
& RendL (Fabaceae) are the most frequent. Their seeds, ranging in size from 3-4
to 5-7 cm (Entada) are sufficiently large, attractive, and durable to arouse the
interest of any finder. Ims has secured them a place both in Norwegian folk
tradition and the S<.ientific literature.
At an early date, drift seeds caught the attention of Norwegian SciL"l1tists. The
first mention is in Peder Clauss0n Friis's topographical description of Norway,
written in the late sixteenth century, but first published by Ole Worm in 1632
(and more readily available in a late nineteenth-century edillon by Stonn 1881).
Drift seeds were also mentioned by Pontoppidan (1752), who considered but rejected the possibility that they could derive from the Americas; in his opinion,
the stranded seeds were simply too well preserved. Strem (1762), in his topographical description of Sunnmetre, western Norway, noted several species, and
was convinced of their American origin. Only three years later, the bishop and
scientist Johan Ernst Gunnerus wrote a paper on drift seeds, assembling data on
species, records, and uses (Gunnerus 1765). Some further comments are found in
Slrmn (1779, 1784). A century later, Schiiheler (18H-75) compiled data on drift
seeds in Norway. He included a list of specimens then found at the Botanical
Museum in Oslo (herb. 0), many of which now seem to be lost, and added some
ethnobotanical data. More comprehensive surveys of drift seeds in Norway were
given by Lindman (1883) and Helland (1905).
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Sources, ,-No previous attempt has been made to assemble the full body of evidence, scattered over (and often concealed in) a wide variety
topographical,
folkloristic, botankat and other literature. This paper reviews folk tradition related to drift seeds in Norway, induding both Norwegian and 5ami ethnobotaIly,
and some data on the traditions of the Finnish and Gypsy (Romany- and Rodispeaking) minority groups. My st1.1dy is almost entirely based on written sources.
Although I have nuried out extensive ethnobotankal field work in north Norway,
1 have so far failed to find more than a
persons who had firsthand knowledge of drift seeds and their traditional uses.
Most data relevant to Norway are found in Norwegian-language sources, although there are also a number of interesting
in Danish, Icelandic,
Swedish, Finnish, GermanI French, English, and Latin. Unless otherwise noted,
quotations from non-English sources have
translated from Norwegian.
Translations or glosses are given in the style: busfein 'cattle stone'.
Ethnobotanical aspects of drift seeds in Norway were commented on in many
of the early publications, induding Gunnerus (1765), Pontoppidan (1752), and
StrQnn (1762, 1779, 1784). Minor compilations are also fmmd in Helland (1905)
and 5chubeler (1873-75), and a few notes on verna<;uIar names in Lindman (18S:?).
Some comments are also found in Nelson (1983, 1998a, 20(0). Except for some
brief, popular accounts of drift seeds written by Norwegian botanists (Daniel5en
1952; Gjrerevoll 1976; R31ming 1955), there are few tvventieth-century reports on
drift seeds in Norway. AIm and Nelson (1998} made a preliminary survey of north
Norwegian records of some speciesl induding maps, A full revision of the NorNelson
wegian material, with maps for selected species, is forthcoming (AIm
2003).
Some data from recent interviews are included in relevant sections; these are
indicated as "interview + yearN below. Interviews were carried out partly during
a courSe on traditional plant uses given in Finnmark in March 20m, as some of
the participants (aU women, in their thirties to sixties) recognized a drift seed
shmv:n during the lectures. A newspaper note asking for information on drift
seeds (AIm 2003a) yielded some response by mail, e-mail and telephone. The
people who responded were mostly elderly, but ages ranged from about 40 to 95
years. Transcripts of th(~ interviews are stored at Troms0 Museum, Department
of Botany (TROM).
DISTRIBUTION Of DRIFT SEEDS IN NORWAY
eleven species have been recorded in Nonvay.
Six or seven of these are
of legumes (Fabaca<:e s.1.), induding the three most
frequent seashore finds, Dioclea reflexu, Entada gig£k"i, and Mucuna sloanei. A map
showing records of these three species (based on extant herbarium specimens
only) is included
(Figure 1); numerous further remrds
the sQ1entific
literature and herbarium specimens now lost are discussed by AIm and Nelsoll
(2003). The other Fabaceae species recorded as drift seeds in Norway are all rare
seashore finds: Caesalpinia bondue (L.) Roxb. (four records), Cassia fistula L (three
records), and Mucuna macrocemtides DC (a
record). An old
of Ery-
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l:'JGURE I.-Map showing records of the three most common drift seed
oaceae} along the coast of Norway, based on extant herbarium specimens
BG,
TRH, and TROM}: Diodeo
(squares}, Elltada
cnd Mucum:r sImmer (triangles). Many further records are known, partIr
by Gunnerus (1765),
Strom (1762, 1779, 1784), Linnaeus (in his corresponden('e with Gunnerus and 5tr0m),
Charles Darwin, Lindman (1883" and athers, but ,vithout surviving herbarium specimens.
They have been left out here, but confirm the distribution pattern of the
map.
Cmnpiloo from Aim dnd N~'i800 (2003),
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1111'ina sp, (Gunnems 1765:21, no voucher specimen found) should be regarded as
unverified,
In folk tradition, the large seeds of Diodea reflexa, Entada gigas, Mucuna sloanei
and other Fabaceae stand out, simply because they are noteworthy and attractive
objects, Almost all folk tradition extracted here, as far as voucher specimens, photographs and other documentation can tell, refer to the seeds of these three spedes
(for details, ~'C Table 1), Species with similar seeds, e,g" Mucuna 11lacroceratides,
would obViously not be rejected hy the layman, and may have found similar use,
but were much less likely to turn up,
Other exotic drift seeds recorded in Norway, all rare, are; Anacnrdium afficinalc
L (Anacardiaceae), coconuts Cocos !lucifera (Araceae), calabashes or gourds C,,curbita lagenari" L (Cucurbitaceae), Carrinin mangostnna L (C1usiaceae), and Merrcmia discol11esperma (J. D. Sm.) O'Don, (Convolvulaceae), A small seed depicted
by Strom (1779:315) may belong to Ipomoea sp. (Convolvulaceae), The few calabashes recorded in Nonvay are probably not true drift seeds, but rather discarded
household utensils or decorative objects, These latter species are of little or no
importance in folk tradition. A few stranded coconuts are mentioned in the literature, but thel'e are no data to suggest that they played any role in folk tradition,
A brief note on the ethnobotany of Cocos lIucifcra is found towards the end of the
paper,
Drift seeds are anything but frequent along the coasts of Norway; finding
one----even an Entada gigas seed-is sheer luck, at least nowadays. To some extent,
their high value in folk tradition rests on their rarity, Some nineteenth-century
sources suggest that drift seeds were somewhat more frequent in the past. Martins
(1848:129), commenting on an Entad" seed found by French botanists in Fim1mark
(see also Martins 1857), noted that the "Norwegian fishermen, like those of the
west coast of Scotland, collect these seeds in fairly large numbers," Habitat destruction in the source areas may have led to a reduced influx of drift seeds
during recent years,
VERNACULAR NAMES
Table 2 lists all vernacular names S{l far recorded for drift seeds in Norway,
based on the primary sources; numerous secondary references have been left out.

Norwegian Vernacular Names,-The conspicuous beans of Entada gigas are the most
important drift seeds in terms of folk tradition, In Norwegian, they are usually
referred to as C'ettenyre (singular) or l'etti'nyrcr (plural). This name is frequently
mentioned in the literature on drift seeds in Nonvay (e,g., see Reichborn-Kjennemd 1942:276), but does not seem to be much used as a vernacular name, It was
first noted as a name used in the Faroes by Peder Clausson Friis in his description
of Norway (and the old Norwegian territories), written in the late sixteenth century (see Storm 1881). Most later authors refer to Strom (1762) and Gunnerus
(1765), but neither of them refer explicitly to Norwegian sourCeS for i:ettenyre as
a vernacular name, In both these works, 1X!ttenyre is mentioned as a name used
in the Faroes, as recorded by Debes (1673:169), The only unambiguous confir-
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L--Id,enJitv of selected drift S<.>eds H=>t'd in folk lraditkm in Nt:.rw'llV, with notes_on
dtKumentanon...
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Somce ilnd documentation

Related tr"dition

Str0ln (1762); scientific description

Vernacular name

Gunncrus (1765); sdentific description

Vernacular

~N···

···_·_~~··_·~~_.'·~~_~·

.,......_._~.

_ _."

Diodea refle.l"a
SUllnnmre

(bu,ste:inl;

used in folk medicine

Enlad..

Norway

t 3); photographs; speciRmnoda l"museet, now lost
photographs,
specimens at Romsdalsmuseet, now lost
Photographs of spedmc-ns lStOred 1n TR~1

Saxlund (1918:98, figs.

Romsdal

m,,'ns

Rmnsdal
.Nordland; VestertUen

Troms: Senjll
Troms:K"rlS0V
Finnmark: Ma~0Y
Finnmark: Kvall>Ul1d
Finnmark: M~S0Y

l'innmark: MaS0Y
Firmmark: Nordkapp
Finnmark: Nordkapp
Pinrunark

Norway
Mucuna ,Ioand
.~ IOfdaland

Norway
Sunnn:ll<lrc
Finnrnark:

~a5aY

Fhmmilrk: Maw)'

l1ilmcs (rl(!!tenyrl', ilJ!mingsstdn),

used

itS

snuff·

boxes and in folk medicine
Vernacular name (jetteny1'e), used in folk medicine

()t

Brox (1970:83); specimen in TROM
Brooke (1823:3]7); specimen in TROM

U!\ed in flllk medIcine
Verna(.'ular name (lyfcksll'in) and associated beliefs
Vernacular nam",; used in folk medicine
Vernacular name (sjlilb,;l1'me), used as :muHboxes
VemacuJar names; USed in s,'5m\ trll.k medicine

Kohl (l926b:95R); photOgrD.ph (fig. 5, lett), spco.men at Museum rur Volkerkunde, Hamburg
Specimen at Norsk fulkenluS€mn
Qvigslfld
at Norsk folk;.:~
111Uscum
Specimen in TRH (and attached note)
Martins (1848, 1857);
in Pilris
Paulaharjn (193.5); gloss.uy
Pausin flelland (1906:2%); brid de:;cription
Gosm:I (1985:9); photograph

Used in sami folk mC"didne
Colierted
fishermen
VemaCll!al' name; used in Quain folk medil'1l1e
&.--ed interpreted a8 fcrn..'\le
Snuffbox (at rlistorisk Museum, Bergen)

Pontoppidan (1752:254); brief de~:crilpti(m

Of rna rine origin

Gunnerus
l:iCicntific description
StnJm
scientific dt'Scripnon
Specimen in TRB (and attached note)
KOhl (1926b:9S8); photograph (fig. 5, right)..
Rpt~Cm:len at Museum
VOlkcrkunde, Ham-

Vernanllar names, used fOr ::onuffboxes
Ver::namlar name (b1<sfein); used in folk medicine

rur

Used in sami folk medicine
Used in 5.101i folk medicine

Used in Sami folk mcdicim"

Vernacular names; USed in sami fulk medicine

z

o

fJ

(Mucuna sloanei
Finnmark
ROIllsdal

in Stockholm

Related tradition

P,UtS in Helland (1906:296); brief description
Saxlul1d (1918:98, fig. 2); photograph, specimen
at Romsdalsmuseet, now lost

Seed interpreted as male
Vemilcular name (lJuslitil1), u;:;cd in folk medicine

(in herb. BG, Q TRIl, TROM, and at some other tnuS('umsJ, plmtogrilphs, detaik'd
etc.
however, that the
5chilbcJcr
and StraIn (1756. 1762,1779,1784) wer€' all origin<\Hy
by voucher spedmens,
of Gu,,'1nem. and
,vere
lor"vllrdcd to Llnna"ur.; fur idenllficilool1. Lindm.m's .materiall1ii1} be stored
5}, Imt has not been possiblE' to locate. The last two
a!' ?M1KWlll sIwmei.. could also bcLlmg to other Hpccie5 of similar sltap!'
r/111:.n1.

* Including viJuch",r
r'Ecord<; !if Glllmems
of whidJ only few

dnd size, e.g.,

Source and ducurnentation

Lindman
::mrvivcd.

j

TABLE 2.-Vernacular names for exotic drift seeds of Hlbaceae

Source

Verna<:ular Name
a) Nantes used for DiocJea
NQrwegian
buste;" {Busten]

refi~Jxa,

Mucuna s]ormei or 5pt"'cies with similar seeds

bustdll

cattle stone
cattle slone
cattle stone

busfein

cattle stone

ornl1?SIein fOrme-SteIl}

worm slone
worm slone

bustein

ormesteit! [Orme-Sten]
b) Names used for Enflldll gigll8
Norwegian
busfein I*bucstenel
lJUstein

bustein

bustern [*buestene]
f(JrliiHmingssfein [~·forlflsningsstenel

Jorlffsningsstem [forloysnings~sleinl
xoijsl1ottl"gulfsnOdderj
golftmott l*gullsll"tter]
jettt'11Yre [~ja. .ttenYTer)
lykkEMein
ltlsningsstdn fL0sningsstcnl
[osningtiStein [:fLosnings Steene]

[mmingsste-in [*losningssteneJ
lesningsslein r*Lesningsslenel
{@sflingsslein f*losnings."'Itene]

5j~i:;:::~

s;

ISec-Bermej

['sObonner]

Norway
itV Norway (Sunnmorc)
\-v Norway (Rom~da1)
Norway
W Norway (Sunnnwlr(~)
Nonvay -

Gunnerus 1765:21
Gjerding 1932;87
Saxlund 1919;98, fig, 2
Reichborn-Kjenncnid 1921;1,9; 1942,276
Stmm 1762;139
Gunnerus 1765:21

cattle stone
cattle slone
caWe stone
cattle stone
loosening stone
loosening stone
? Gulf nut
? Gulf nut
giant's kidney
lucky stone
loosening stone
loofiening stone

Norw,ly
W Norway (Romsdal)
Nor"vay
N Nori¥ay (Vil2"'y?)
N NDrway
N Norway (Sonja)
Norwav .
N NoriNay (V"'roy?)
W Norway (Romsdal)
And0va

loosening- stone
loosening stone
loosening stune
sea bean

Non-vay
N Norw,1y
N Norway (V "'my?)
W Norway (Sllnnm0re)
Norwuy N Norwav
N
~ (Troms;

Li ndman 1883;75
Saxlund [919;98, figs, 1,3
H:cichbornXjcl1nerud 192:1:1,9
Svendsen 1916,86
Helland 1905,224
Brox 1970:83; specimen at TmmS0 museum
Iindrna n 1883:75
Svendsen 1916;86
Saxhmd 1919;98
intervit'ws 2003; photographs in TROl\4
Gunnerus 1765;15-16,18,21
J,E. Gunnerus in letter of 6 Feburarv 1761
(Dahl 1896;173)
,
Lindman 1883;75; oj, Svend>en 1916,86
Hetland 1905,204
Svendsen 1916:86
Strom 1762,138,387
Lindman 1883:75
Helland 1905,204
Brooke 1823:317

sea bean
~ea bean
sea nut

Norw;lY
Nonvay

z

"
N

TABLE 2-{conti"uedl
Verrw('ular Name
..

Area

Source

wight's kidney
wight's kidney

Norway
N Norwav (Va~1'0Y?)
Norway'
.
N Nonvay (W Fi1U1mark)
Norway
Norway
Norway?
Nonvay?
Norway?
Nonvay?
Norway

Lindman 1883:75
Svendsen 1916:86
Gunner'us 1765:15
interviews 2001
Lindman 1883:75
Lindman 1883:75
P.CFriis, late :J6th century (see Storm 1881)
Gunnerus 1765:15,18
'
5t",m 1784:"126
5chubeJer ]873-75:32
J.E. Gunnerus in letter dated 6 rt:hruary 1762
(Dahi 1896:173 ·174)

gold cnn
sea serpent stone

N NorWdY

N Norway (Finnmark)

&ht,bder 1873-·75:3]
Kohl 1926a:133; see Qvigstad 1932:]5

stone of the sea

N Norway (Finnmark)

translation

_-

sjaHfJt! [*sonmidC'r}

sea nut

sjmwtt ['sj"nfltter]
sjatrenoll [Seetra,e-NoddJ
skategg
tang{lmme [*tangbonnal

$e.)

I*valnodder]
[Vette-Nyre]
['Votte-Nyrerl
[Vcttenyre1
[Vette Nyrel
TJ<:!Uenyre [*\iCtte-nYl'erJ
H7i1mlf

vettcllyre
wttenyre
vettcnyre
,>?tt,myre

North Sami
gal/egadflu [Gollegadno]
gllovdtxeailgi IGu vdegadgc]
Firmish (Quain)
merertkipf

nut
sea tree nut
skate-t:ggs

sea-weed bean
walnut
wight's kidl1€y
wight's kidney
wight's kidney

c} Names used in a collective sense for E:lbaceae seeds; induding Dioclea (ej1::xfl,MuC1UUI
more or less similar seeds
Norwegian
\V Norway (Sunnm0re)
buslein ["'Hue-Stene I
cattle stone

bustein [Bustcn}

cattle stone
W Norway (Sunnm0re)
cattle stone
Norway
bustein
cattle stone
W Norwav (Sunnmcm:::)
IfJsfu'5tein IL{<,sne-Steert]
loosening stone
\V Norwa\.'
1ll'mingsstein ILesningsstencnl
loosening stone
N Norway
lil,nestein [JA,a",e::S_t€e_nL
, __I..!(..'.,s"ening otoJ)_c_,__W~~~"al'-.

fJUstein [Bustenen]

PIlutaharju 1934, 1935
and Entadtl gigm.:i, or other species with

sIDimei

Stmm 1756:fol 56<1, 79a; S~ Standal et aL
]997:125, ]69
Strom 1762:138-139,388; 1779:315-316

Sundt 1852:152
Gjerding "1932:87
Pontoppidan 1752:28'1
NicoJaisscn 1889:17
~~~"l'l?i~::'11~752:2S7

a.a_.IIIIIISI.IlklIJS.JLljEl.II••...I"••.,1

L_. __".

1,Ill"IIII~_IL

1,.21,1 121:1211£•..1 I_UI.I.,~I!-!l@!I.j.,-_!l_1I.,,!!i!!JU.M
•.••.,.!I's-Z!!I!!!,sa
•..!!IZ"-·!!II!!.&!IIJ!II!.,..,s_a.,!!lII..•.lI!!!!ZS!!!,II!!!?!!""!I!!¥

~I&I&I I_&I.

!!I!III£!II!!!.jA!lI!II!!!I!"'t__t!ll!!!U'-I(III!!'_ _'_00- " " " , . . . - - ,

TABlE 2-(conlinuNt}
Vernacular Naml"

fran.."llation

Area

Source

North Sami
d!/oy.lgeatJgi [dignasga:.>Oge I

gaggageaogi [gaggagi£Ogej
gMmgei10gi

d)

N.Hn(~"

[gal1oga:~ogi)

1

used ror Fabaceae
I*&,x' N0ddcrj

dog~"

nose-tip
stant'

Finnmark

N Norway
can-stt'lne
Fi.nnmark
dal.a insufficient to aLJ,;)w furth,~ idenUlil.~ation
sea nut
N Norway (Nordland: BliI)

Pritzner 1877:204
note occomp,'mying ht'rbil.riurn spedmen, TRH
M. Bruun in a letter to GunmH"u5 16 August
175\} (Dahl 1897:21)
Kohl 1926a:133; 1926b:959

Modt>rn npcili"g,.- singuhll" !t:)rm;
indicated by an ast.erisk. Gcogl~aphk

"~""lU"O'

if dif£erent from
incucatcd if kll0wn,

Pf('1<elU.. 'l.\Y NOJrw~'~ii3:n and

North Sam!, is

i.n !'>quar€' bracket,,; plural !orms are

r _
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matIon of rdtenyre as a vernacular name used in Norway is found in the correbelow.
spondence of bishop Gunnerus,
Although weakly documented, I.JetteulI,e is a likely, an~d perhaps once frequent
vernacular name for Entadain Norway! not l€ast
the population of the
Faroes is of Norse origin. The name retlects both their shape (nyre kidney) and
the magical properties ascribed to such seeds; vette is an old term (Norse: prettr)
referring to a supernatural being.Prizmer (1896:982), in his Norse dictionary,
translated it as "!ivl;;:8 being/' in particular of a superhuman or godlike nature.
Note, however, that Amason (1862:649)
that lIettenyre could derive
Norse vi3arnyra 'wooden kidney'. More likely, perhaps, is a relation to the old
Norse viEt or
meaning a magical remedy (Ffitzner 1896:977). Saxlund (1919:
98), in his otherwise well-informed papt:f, recorded that Entada seeds were "at
some places" called
'giant's kidneys' (modern
jettenyrer).
Another frequent name for drift seeds is 11Jsningssteil1 (or -sten), a name reflecting the use of such seeds as a birth-mediating charm---laslling meaning to
relieve or let loose (d. farlesning, to give birth or relieve), and stein meaning stone
(Table 2), Brox (1970:83) recorded a slightly deviant nameJorl~ysings-stein!at SenJa
in Trams, north Norway,
Pontoppidan (1752:287) mentioned a closely related name, U!sne-SUen or Laasne-$teen '.IoosenIingJ stone' (the latter dialectal; modem Norwegian: wsnestein and
14I'Jl'1L"Sl~eil1l). Rekhb{)m-Kjennerud (1921:9 1927:212, 1942:276) gave an alternative
version, lausnestein. According to the description given by Pontopiddan (1752:285287>t his lasnesteil1 must have been some kind of mineral, and not a drift seed.
However, the related tradition is of interest in our ,:onlext. In Pontoppidans
abridged version it reads:
1

. .. and is called by the
about to give birth could get help from it if in
287)

signifying that a female
(Pontoppidan 1752:

troublt~.

Kohl
mentions
stone'
Nora name probably from Finnmark
wegian: tryll1"stein) as Norwegian for driJt
Also frequent is the name bustein or tJusten 'cattle-stone' (Table 2),
suggesting its use; buto bufe 'cattm'. At SunmneJrt:', the term buslein was used
mainly for seeds of Diodea reflexa and Ml/{::una siol/nei, and rarely for those of
Entl1da gigas (Stmm 1779:.315-316). A little further north, in RomsdaL both Entada
and Diocleah\t1uoma
were induded in the concept (Saxlund 1919).
A
common vernacular name is Orme--$len 'worm stone' or 'snake stone'
(modern Norwegian:
(GutmefuS 1765,21; Str0m 1762:139). According to
both authors, this name was mainly llsed for species other than Entada gigas, "even
if they may by some be considered as belonging to Lesnings-Stetlen£ or at
Sunnm0re to Bu-Stene in general" (Gunnerus 1765:21).
Yet another set of vernacular names is batred on the supposed origin of the
Pontoppidan (1752:254££) described a drift seed under the name "Fabam
marinam, or 50e-Bemne. but the latter is not given as a vernacular name, as is
evident from his text: "To this 1 in particular refer a sea-plant, which I for now
will call Faham marinam, a 5!Je-B€!nne." According to its physical features, his sea
bean was a lvfuczma seed. The name
bean' (modem NCln\ref.l:ial1:
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sjgb13nl'le) is also mentioned by Str0111 (1762:138, 387). Gunnerus (1765:15) recorded

tree nur (modern
sictrem'ftt) as a vernacular narue,
From KarIsey in Trom!'.\, north Norway, Brooke (1823) mentioned
nuts" as
an English translation of a local name for Entada seeds, probably sjenl!1tt in Nor~
wegian:
... and it is rather singular.. that some of the same were brought to me
at Carlsoe under the name of sea nuts, and represented as being very
scan::e, and found only after
storm5, when tilL"y are sometimes picked up on the coast, (Brooke 1823:317)
Lindman (188175) noted that Entada gigas seeds had a number of vernacular
names along the coast of Norway, includi.ng
'sea beans',
'sea
nuts', tangbmwer 'seaweed beans', va/natter 'walnuts', ~'(I~fsnfJtter 'Gulf [Stream]
nuts' (?)-·and the mon' widespread bustein and t6sning!5stein, Note, however, that
aU vernacular names listed by Lindman afe given
Elltada gigas, and none for
other
but this is unli~ly to be correct in terms of rendering folk tradition.
At least some of these names may derive from the Lofoten islands of Nordland.. north Norway, The vicar Reined Svendsen, whom Lindman met at the island of V<CIey, mentioned sjarlOtter, golfsn(ftter. lfilsl1ingsstene and buestene as vernacular names for drift seeds in a book describing his oceanic parish (Svendsen
1916:86). Unfortunately, neiU,er Lindman (1883) nor Svendsen (1916) provide any
details as to the source or geographiC origin of these names. Thus, it is impossible
to decide if Lindman's record is based partly on information provided by Svendsen-or vice versa.
The only extant vernacular names for drift seeds I have recorded in Nonvav
are lykkesfeiu 'lucky stone' in the Vestenilen islands, in four cases confirmed as
referring to Enfada gigas. and skategg 'skate eggs' in Finnrnark The latter was used
for E. gigas in the tiny coastal Sami settlement of Survik at the island of Seiland.
Three sisters all knew them by the Norwegian name, again
a maritime:.
if some1i'llhat mysterious, Qrigin (interviews 2001).

.

.

Sdmi Vermcular Names.-Schubeler (1873-75:32) provided an important supplement to previous literature on Non';egian folk traditions relat('d to drift seeds,
Commenting on Gunnerus (1765), he also mentioned a Sami vernacular name,
Gollegadno. Golle- means gold; -gadno is a Sami loan-word from Norvvegian kanne
can'. If so, the name {gollegadnu in modern North Sami} could be translated as
I1go1d can.."
reflecting a revered object. Unfortunately, Sclnibeler gave no source
for his record. Fritzner (1877:204) recorded a second S1'1m1 vernacular name while
he was living in east Finnmark in the mid-nineteenth century, gaggagd:'oge (in
modem North Sami: gaggageaogi), Gtigga means 'keg' (Qvigstad 1932:15); gea6gi
is 'stone',
<keg-stone~ A third Sami vernacular name for drift seeds, gliopdegeaoggit 'sea serpent stones', is mentioned by Qvigstad (1932:15), probably based
on Kohl (1926a:133), though the latter gave the name in singular fonn (guovde·
geaOgi) and somewhat misspelled (guvdegadge), A note enclosed in a herbarium
collection at TRH (see quote in the section on folk medicine below) provides two
further names, both fr()m
in west Finnm,uk digl1JJgreoge (probably diki

....
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1}{lgeaogi) 'dog's nose-tip stone'! an.d ganogxoga
'can-stone',
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gl1dnogeaogi or gtitnogellogi)

Finnish Vemacular Names.-Paulaharju (1934, 1935) recorqed medicinal use of Enlada seeds among the Finnish (Quain) ethnic minority at rVlagemya island, Finnmark, north Norway, In an appendix to the latter work, Paulaharju (1935) explained the meaning of SOfie strange words" occurring in his text Drift seeds
al'€ mentioned as meresti'i koutunut [ruske-a] kim, i.e.} "a [brown] stone that; has
drifted/floated from th.e sea." The term mutua fkouful1utl may be translated as
"arise from water" or "float from water:' This word is not included in the main
finnish dictionary Nykysuomen sanakirja (Sadeniemi 1975-76}1 which includes
more than 200J OOO words. Thus, it is likely to be a term used only among the
Finnish inhabitants of coastal Finnmark. The most like1\' vernacular name for drift
among them is mel'enkivi 'stone of the sea', term used
times by
Paulaharju (1934, 193.5),
1/

ORIGIN OF DRIFT SEEDS ACCORDING TO FOLK TRi\DITlON

In parts of Norway. drift seeds were conceived as fruits deriving from submarine trees. This belief is reflected in snme of the vernacular nameS mentioned
above, e.g.,
'sea tree nut'. Gunnerus (1765:15) noted, "Many consider it
to be a fmit, which grows <it the bottom of the sea and refer it to the corals or
sea trees" 'Nhkh is why some caU it Seetra:e-Nodd." This belief may not have been
restricted to the layman, In a letter to Professor G.K, Ceder in Copenhagen, dated
6 February 1162, Gunnerus, who was bishop in Trondheim, suggested that even
his derical subordinates ,Nere prone to the same belief, for whi<..±t reason he desired to be SEnt an entire pod with seeds:
(...) for in addition; I would be pleased if all the vicars in Finmarken and
NOl'dlandene Ite" north Nonvay], who b€lieve that such beans grow on
some sort of kelp in the sea, should gee their L@snings Steene {loosening
stones] or Vette-nyrer fwight's kidneys] peep at them from the
hanging on
stalks, complete with their leaves. (cited from Dahl 1896:
173-174)
Professor Oedf'x commented on this belief in his reply to Gunnerus, dated 27

:to,·1arch 1762:
The good vicars, who think that tht.'S€ beans grow on some kind of kelp
in the sea, should have many thanks, but those who can confuse such a
fruit with tJesicis !ucofum are really not sufficiently acquainted with natural bJstory to be able to say quid distent a?rtl lupinis. (dted from Dahl
1898:51, translated from Danish)
It should be noted that the "sea trees" referred to by Pontoppidan (1752) and
some other early authors are not plants (algae) at all; the name usually refers to
the large coral~ and other colony-dwelling animals abounding in deep waters off
the coasts
Nonvay, where SOffie of the world's greatest coral reefs are hiding,
Fragments were frequently brought up to the surface by fishermen, as noted by
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Brooke (1823:315). The seeds' supposed origin from submarine plants is repeated
in a seventeenth-century record from Finnmark, north Norway, which goes on to
note that such seeds, according to folk belief, were of two sexes:
There is a plant, that grows in the sea, of color and size as a chestnul,
with a brown shell and a white kernel. Its sbape is sometimes like a flat
chestnut and sometimes like a flat heart. Of these, there are supposed to
he males and females, and the former may be discerned from the latter
by a black belt along the rim." (Ludvig C. Paus, in an eighteenth-century
manuscript entitled "Samlinger til Finmarkens historie," cited by Helland
1906:296)
Paus was vicar in Vads" in east Finnmark. Far from demonstrating different
sexes, the description in fact indicates two different spedes: Entada gigas (the flat
heart) and Mucuna slonnd or perhaps Dicc/ea ref1exa (with a dark peripheral band).
A similar tradition must have existed in neighboring northwest Russia. QVigstad
(1932:15) noted a Russian vernacular name for drift seeds, zhim; kamen 'living
stonc', from the White Sea.

DRIFT SEEDS AS SNUFFBOXES
In Norway, the seeds of tlliada gigas have been used to make sm.all containers
such as snuffboxes (see Danielsen 1983). The only contemporaneous sources which
mention SUdl snuffboxes belong to the eighteenth century. Of these, Strom (1762:
161) merely stated that the peasants used the seeds lor snuffboxes; a diary note
made during his iravels in 1756 is slightly more detailed:
The sea-beans Pontoppidan talks of is here called Bue·Slene, and are as
large as a modestly large snuffbox of birch, for which purpose they are
also used by some. (Strom 1756:fol. 57a, dted hy Standal el al. 1997:125)
Gunnerus (1765:15--16, 20) offered a brief, but somewhat more detailed description of such snuffboxes:
They [drift seeds! are used mainly for snuffboxes, which is done in two
ways. Some drill a hole through the top, through which the kernel is
removed, and those who would like to and can afford it, may have a
silver foot and neck added. Other split the shell and usc one part as lid
and the other as bottom in a box, where the rest is made of silver. (GunTIems 1765:15-16)
Gunnerus' account may partly be based on a letter (dated 16 August 1759) he
had received from Mathias Bruun, vicar at 0ksnes in Nordland, north Norway.
He had provided some sea beans for inclusion in the bishop's collection of naturaHa-and obviously 111isunderstooo Gunnerus scientific purpose:
l

Of the so called See Nodder [sea nuts] follow those I can deliver at the
moment; for the largest I had planned, to provide a pin and screw, to
make a snuffbox; but when J understood the most pious master's purpose
with them, to use them, for the mentioned sea tree, I have, for this time,
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FIGURE 2,-Entada gigas seed collected by Arthur de Capelle Brooke during his visit to
north Norway in 1820 (herb, TRQ'Vi), Brooke
saw such seeds used as snuffboxes by
the coastal Sami. inhabitants of Karlsl?lY, Troms county; and made some notes on folklore.
Photograph by Adnan
Trol1lS0 Museum,

refrained; should
shipment
further stICh objects
the highfavored [bishop], it will also be it desired mattert with all diligence, to
out, «'ited from Dah11897:21)
recorctect a

use among

population

Karls0Y (Troms county, north Norway):
TIle Sea Fins, when they find them; scoop out the inside, which resembles
the kernel of a chestnut, and convert them into snuJf-boxes. (Brooke 1823:
317)

An Entada seed collected by Brooke during his visit to north Norway in 1820
is preserved at Troms0 Museum (TROl\1), see Figure 2.
Gosner (1985) carried out an. extensive search for snuffboxes made from drift
in publications and museums (d. Danielsen 1983). He "vas only able to
locate two
one in Norway and one in
Vf'sta
seem to be
somewhat more frequent (Nelson 1998b)J but are not known from Norway.
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FOLK MEDICINE
As suggested by the Norwegian name luwingsstdn 'loosening stone', the
beans of Entada gigas and some other drift seeds were supposed to ease the birth
process, and thus played a role in folk medicine (Faye 1885; Gotfredsen 1956:359;
Gran 1976:54-55; GrundMg 1878:166; Helland 1906:295-296; Reichbom-Kjennerud 1921:9; Ronning 1955:8; Svendsen 1916:86). Gotfredsen (1956:359) related the
seeds to a more general concept of 'rattle stones where the internal seed is a
symbol of a fetus within the womb (d. Nelson 2000:48-49). For Norway, this
interpretation was first mentioned by Worm (1655:198; d. Grundtvig 1878:165).
There are numerous Norwegian literary records referring to the use uf drift seeds
as an aid during the birth process. All sources that explicitly refer to drift seeds
as a birth-mediating agent are related to north Norvvay, where such use is known
in both Norwegian and sami tradition (Reichborn-Kjennerud 1933:67).
i

Drifl Seeds in Nonreglon Folk Medicinc.-During the birth process, drift seeds could
be applied in several ways (H0egh 1986:8, 2001:32). Six different modes of application are nlentioned in Norwegian literature:
1) During birth, the woman could hold the seed in her hand (Fritzner 1877:
204; Helland 1906:296; Reichbom-Kjennerud 1933:67, 1942:276; Svendsen
1916:86);

2) The seed could be rubbed against the stomach of the woman in labor
(H0egh 1986:8, 2001:32; Wevle 1975:28);
3) The seed could be tied to the thigh (Fritzner 1877:204; Helland 1906:296;
Reichborn-Kjennerud 1933:67, 1942:276). According to Gotfredsen (1956:
359) it could also be tied to the arm or held in the hand, but his record
seems to be related to the more general concept of "eagle stones";
4) The seed was placed in boiling water, and the "extract" was given to the
woman (Bang 1902:279; Helland 1905:224; NicolaiBsen 1889:17; ReichbornKjennerud 1933:67);
5) The woman was given an alcoholic beverage (beer, wine or spirits), using
the hollow seed shell as a cup. This method is noted from north Norway
by Gunnems (1765:16) and "from other places" (also In north Norway) by
Nicolalssen (1889); see also H"egh (1986:8, 2001:32) and Relchborn-Kjennerud (1933:67);
6) The seed could also be placed in the bed (Brox 1970:83; Dragoy 2001:98;
H0egh 1986:8,2001:32): "They placed a forlaysingssteil1 in the bed of the
birth-giving, if they had one at the farm. Then the birth would be easier"
(Brox 1970:83).
Pontoppidan (1752) provided a detailed account of the use of a Torden-Steen
'thunder stone' (modem Norwegian: larder/stein-in this case probably a mineral)
serving as a birth-mediating agent, based on a letter from Vicar F. Arentz in
Sundfjord, western Norway, dated 22 September 1750:
... the peasants call such stones Laasne-Steen. The name derives from the
effect the stone is said to have. The females, especially old midwives,
revere this stone as a holy object, and it is difficult to persuade them even
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to display it, not to speak of giving it away. The reason is this: ,""'hen a
woman is having trouble during birth, beer is poured on sucb a stone,
and given thE! ,voman to drink, by [doing] this, they think that the child
will come loose and appear into daylight; because according to the peasants' dialect, it is said: Dee Jaasne, that
it is let loose. (Pontoppidan 1752:
287)
Pfitzner (1877) noted the obvious similarity with both Icelandic tradition related to lausnarsteinen, and to the Widespread European tradition of "eagle stones"
or aetites (see Nelson 2000:49), a connection also noted by lielland (1906:296),
J6nasson (1911:376), Reichbom-Kjennenld (1921:10), and Storaker (1928:24):

Of this stone, :it is said that it is the size of a nut, and within it is found
a lesser stone, like a ring, whkh you can teU as soon as it is shaken; th€n
also a woman who is about to have a baby will have an easy birth when
she holds it in her hand or it is tied to her thigh. (Fritzner 1877:204)
It is likely that some
the objects passing for "eagle stones" were in fact
drift seeds. An old German source notes that eagle stones were found at the
st':i'lSnIOne, and that their color was tJuniceus, i.e., purple red-rather fitting} e.g., for
Entadl1 seeds (Fritzner 1877:205 n. 1). l'he ifeagle stone" tradition is reflected in a
record made by Brooke at Karlsoy in Troms, north Norway, Commenting on drift
seeds (Entaall) found at the local shores, he noted that "TIley are aLso now and
then found in the nests of the ravens, which build in the high cliffs and rocks"
(Brooke 182.3:318).
Surprisingly, Faye (1885:683-68.5), in
otherwise thorough review of past
Norse and Norwegian traditions related to pregnancy and birth, included only a
brief reference to drift seeds and other "stones" serving as birth-mediating agents,
largely based on sources related to Iceland and the Paroes.Weiser-Aall (1968}, in
her treatise on pregnancy and birth in nineteenth- and t'I"lcntieth-century Nor·
wegian tradition, also fails to mention drift seeds.
Saxlund (1919) emphasized the use of drHt
to cure diseases in <:attle,
and does not seem to have been a,vate of their use as a birth-m.ediating agent.
was a female possession,
Such use may, however, explain his note that the
and was passed on from mother to daughter.
Among Norwegian scientific sources, Nicolaissen (1889;1s.-19) is unique in
suggesting that Enfada seeds ,",,'ere much desired and sought-after items among
midwives, to the extent that they would steal them
others if they saw a
cllance. This may also indicate that there was no particular superstition as to the
mode of acquiring the seed, in contrast to British sources, which suggest that it
would only bring luck to the person who had a~tually found it (Nelson 2lI00),
Svendsen, commenting on drift seeds in Lofoten, north Norway, and their
vernacular names, notli'd that they were called:
and lnrestene due to its [their]
power to heal hu~
mans find animals, It is the common belief that pregnant women who
carry this nut, will have an
delivery when they are
birth,
(Sve'ndsen 1916:86)
c
~
IfJSrlilZ,l'(ssfeHt?

According to Drag0Y, the °stone" should be heated before it was placed in
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the bed; in this case, it is somewhat less certain if the I"ysningsstein was a drift
seed:
(. , ,) when a female was about to give birth, then a large l"ysingsstein was
heated and placed in the bed, since then the birth would be easier,
(Dragoy 2001:98)
Although the written sources do not explicitly state it, in most cases people
probably used the intact seed, Schubeler (1873-75:32) suggested that only the
interior part was used in folk medicine, but this may be based on a misinterpretation of Gunnerus (1765:16), However, the notes accompanying a voucher specimen of Entada gigas at Troms" Museum (Table 1) confirm that the kernel was
sometimes used, Edel Kristiansen, a woman living at the island of Senja (Troms
county, north Norway), received the seed as a gift from Peder j"rgen Pedersen in
1920. Pedersen was then 71 years old and had a reputation for being able to relieve
pain and stop bleeding, Edel was told it was a "remembrance," but if she would
ever need it, e,g" if she gGt ill, she should open the "stGn€" and eat some of the
contents,

Drift Seeds in Sami Folk Medicine.-Based on availabLe evidence, the use of drift
seeds as a birth-mediating agent seems to have been much more Widespread in
Norwegian than in sami tradition. Leenl (1767:495), Qvigstad (1932:152), and
Steen (1961:50) all include sections on various remedies used to facilitate birth
among the Sami, but none of them mentions drift seeds. A whole range of other
objects have been used, ranging from ordinary stones (Qvigstad 1932:152) to
worm or snake skin (Steen 1961:50). The only explicit reference to Sami lise of
drift seeds as a birth-mediating agent is by Fritzner-a highly interesting source,
since it was based on his OV.,TI observati<ms during a seven-year (1838-1845) stay
in Finnmark (see Munthe 1929), as vicar in Vads,,:
One such [drift seed], which had repeatedly been used to help women
during birth, , , came into my possession shortly after my arrival in east
Finnmark, and I still have it. (Fritzner 1877:204)
In the late nineteenth century, the ethnographer and linguist j.K. Qvigstad
made an extensive inquiry into life and traditinns among the coastal Sami of north
Norway, based on a printed 16-page questionnaire, Part VIII, question No, 4, ran:
"Are there remedies to ease the birth (give them fish-liver oil, spirits to drink,
gaggagrellge)?" (Qvigstad 1896:14). Qvigstad may have attained his knowledge of
the use of drift seeds, also known as gaggagmllgi, through Fritzner's note, It is not
known how many replies Qvigstad gal to his questionnaire. Of the few that have
been printed, not a single answer contained information on drift seeds, Even Ole
Thomassen's extensive and well-informed reply has nothing to offer on this subject: "The so-called gaggagmllgi I do not know" (Thomassen 1999:109).
Drifl seeds were also supposed to aid in the final stages of the birth process,
after the baby had been born. According to Gunnerus (1765:16), "superstitious
people in north Norway consider it a precious means of delivering the afterbirth
(Secundinas),"
It may he drift seeds that are hidden in an account of a remedy used to deliver
the afterbirth in Sami folk medicine, from Lyngen in Troms, north Norway:
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At some places at the sea one can find a kind of round stone, One takes
such a stone, when the sea is halhvay to ebb tide, puts it in boiling water
and takes the kettle from the
so that the ",,'ater ceases boiling, If the
stone makes a sound when it is put into water, it is a "healing stone."
When the water has cooled so that the hand can toler.ate it, one bails it
by hand at the waist and back of the female and rubs her with it for a
short while, Then the expulsion of the placenta
(Qvigstad
1932:160; translated from German)
In Sam! folk medicine drift
Qvigstad (1932:15-16) recorded an

were used for treating a number of diseases.
t"J(ample:

An old woman in Snefjord in western Finnmark used the bean to treat
tumors/ panaritium, tooth ache, rash (amabosta) and other diseases, She
rubbed the stone repeatedly at the sick part and around this to prevent
make a fence around the tumor).
the spread the evil (gar'dot
While doing this, she read an incantation. A bean, which lookt'<i like a
frog, was particularly valuable. (Qvigstad 1932:15, translated from
t.;;erman; Sami retained in Qvigstad's spelling)
The seed was identified as Entada
is found at Norsk Folkemuseum
museum's catalogue, it was found:

by Qvigstad (1932), A vouchel' speci.men
Folk Museum), According to the

. . . stranded in Finnmark. Used by a il>,'Oman in M~s(lY to heal various
diseases; the bean was rubbed on and around the sick part. COllected by
J. Qvigstad and donated to UEM [University of Oslo, Ethnographic museum; later transferred to the Norsk Folkemuseum] February 27, 1931
With regard to the desired frog shape of the bean, it should be noted that
frogs \-'lere frequently used in Sami folk medicine, e,g., as an aid during birth
(Kohl 1926b:957-958; Qvigstad 1932), as they were in Norse and Norwegian folk
medicine (Falk and Rekhbom-Kjenne:rud 1923).
Another El1tadn
seed at Norsk Folkemus~;um, also donated by Qvigstad,
derives, from the
area of Revsbotn t Kvalsund. It is accompanied by a brief

note: "The Sami tLe;e this as a medicine."
Kohl (1926a:133, 1926b:959) is an important source of further details concemvarious diseases in Saxni tradition
also
ing the use of drift seeds to
Qvigstad 1932:125-126). The author, a Germ.an doctor, spent the years 1919-1925
practicing in east Finnmarkt and
a living tradition of folk medicine.
His acquaintance with drift
however came through a nurse who had
moved to Snefjord in Maw)', on the northwest coast of Finnmark
t

Even if a European doctor or an educated nurse is consulted, one can
still in most cases assume that at the same time some kind of remedy
from folk medicine is used,
In this way 1 came into possession of a so-called
stone (Nor
wegian: ttyllesten; sami: guvdegadge)J and this by vv'ay
a Sami nurse,
who had worked for a long time among the coastal Sami in the lima fjord
area, and later continued her arduous and devoted task in Snef:iord (westN
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ern Finnmark). The magic stone itself is not at all a stone, but a fruit shell
of unknown origin, perhaps from tropical areas, which has been carried
into the Arctic ocean by the ocean current
She [the nurse] gave an account of the stone: "Such stones are found
in the sea, but they are rare. People believe that they have considerable
power to heal various diseases; to take away pain or infection and the
sort In the autumn, as I started my work here, there was an epidemic of
measles, and some people had [an] ear infection as a complication. Then
they got hold of an old Sami woman, who was in possession of two such
stones. This woman, it was assumed, could heal people with the help of
these stones. One day after I had made my visits to the patients, having
tried to treat them, as I considered, as well as possible, the woman followed [behind] me and carried out her business with the help of the
stones. At first, she rubbed the painful area with oil, and then she repeatedly mbbed the stone over it and said a few words, One evening, I
found her at the home of a man who had a painful back, while she was
massaging his back and mbbing the "stone" over it, It is an ancient remedy among the people here. However, it is just a few who are able to heal
the sick with these stones. (Kohl 1926a:133, translated from German)
The "stones" depicted in Kohl (1926b:958) may be identified as Entada gigas
and Muc'lIla sloanei (or perhaps Dindcn reflexa) seeds (see Table 1), Jt is worth
pointing out that Kohl had not encountered a similar tradition in his own district
in east Finnmark.
Qvigstad (1932:16) also apparently had questioned two Sami females from
interior Finnmark about their knowledge of similar "stones." One of them, otherwise well informed on Sami folk medicine, had no knowledge of such stones,
whereas the second had one in her possession:
Susarma Spein from Kautokeino did not know the bean. lnga Gaup in
Karasjok used one against tumors, swollen glands and aching teeth. Her
bean is very old and "has been used by five old women." Such "stones"
are found at the coast on midsummer's eve, (Qvigstad 1932:16, translated
from Gerrnan)

Interesting information on Sami traditions related to drift seeds is also provided by a note accompanying a box collection comprising one seed each of Entada gigas and 2\tlucuna sloanei in herb. TRH (Figure 3). This material also derives
from Mas"y (Snefjord) in Finnmark, and was submitted by Bertrand M. Nilsen
on 23 December 1936; the donor worked in a mission society. The attached note,
written by Ove Arbo HfJeg (then curator at TRH), must be based on information
from B. M, Nilsen:
[The seedsl are used by the Sami as medicine under a common name
dignasgiEOge or ganogiEOga, by the Sami [living or staying] at the coast
in all of Finnmark. [An] En/ada (seed], which is supposed to be especially
powerful if it is rattling, is placed on the painful spot, and is used, e,g.,
by women about to give birth. Nowadays mostly for toothache.
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FIGURE 3.-»>Seeds of [tHalia
(left) and Mucuna s!(lfmei (right) from M~S0Y, Plnnmark,
now in herb. TRH Both
had been used in sami folk medicine, as recorded in an
accompanying note
text). Photograph by Adnan ICagic, Troms0 Museum.

Drift
in Finnish (Quain) Folk Medicine.-Mainly from the eighteenth century
onward, numerous ethnic Finns from north Finland
northeast Sweden settled
in north Norway, including the coastal districts of Finnmark. During the early
Thventieth Ct>nfury, the Finnish ethnographer Samuli Paulaharju carried out extensive studies of their traditions and way of life. His writings reveal that the Finnish
(Quain) ethnic group, too, had incorporated drift seeds in their folklore. Again,
Entada
seeds (identified as such in PauJaharju's appended glossary) were
used to cure diseasE'S. Paulaharju recorded two e"xamples of such cures:
With a brown stone drifted from
sea, Loukunen has healed an old
woman, whose arms and legs were full of [the] black prints of five fingers
pressed by the dead, and furthemtore her arms [were} so badly crooked
that the poor woman {~ould not
care of her child. But when Mikko
had pushed her a few times with his sea-stone, her arms soon started to
straight('.f!. (Paulaharju 1935:49-50, translated from Finnish)
The seeds were also used to cure sore skin:
When the sea is injurious, evil forces from the green waves or angry foamcrested breakers of the sea attack the Christian people, making the whole
skin blister, at the end exposing the naked flesh, then, one has to go to
the shore and talk with the evil-doer. With three sea-stones [Enfada seeds},
onE pushes the sick part and reads an incantation:
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If you have come from the earth, take your rash away!
If you have CDme from the water, take your rash away!
If you have com.. from the wind, [ak.. your rash away!
The earth should not hate the earth.
The earth and air may also caus.. injury. and with the same words
the incantation is read, and one pushes with a stone. For the stone is the
heal·t of the earth, formed of the same poisonous soil as the sinful poor
man. (Pautahaliu 1935, translated from Finnish)
These records derive from Magemya island (Nordkapp municipality), Finnmark,
as is evident from the inclusion of similar material in the separate paper of Pauiaharju (1934), commenting on folklore from the Nordkapp (North Cape) area.
FOLK VETElUNARY MEDICINE
In NOl'\vegian folk tradition, drift seeds were also considered a valuable medicine for cattle. The vernacular name bustem reflects this use. The prefiX bu· usually
means a settled area or a farm (see Fritzner 1883:204-206), but should in this
context ralher be interpreted as shorthand lor Inife 'cattle', and the whole name
thus as 'cattle stone'. Str0m (1762) stated that they were used as medicine for
certain diseases in cattle (see also Storaker 1928:20). In his iarge Norwegian dictionary, Aasen (1873:92) defined oustein simply as "a sort 01 medicine lor cattle."
It should be noted, however, that the bustein name is ambiguous, and has
been used for a number of different objects. An extensive discussion of the various
types of bl'$tdll b found in Reichborn-Kjelmerud (1921). The concept may include:
1) The hair-balls that are often formed in the digestive organs of ruminants and horses (see Grundtvig 1878:166; Gunnerus 1765:16; Reichborn-Kjennerud 1927:186; Storaker 1928:20-21; Stwm 1756:foI.79a).
Stmm (1762:387) considered this te be the "true" bustfin. Such hairballs have been held m special rEverence in many countries ever since
antiquity (Reichbom-Kjennerud 1921:2);
2) Stone embryos (Iithopaediont mainly from cattle. According to Reichbom-Kjennemd (1921:3, 1933:72) and Ross (1895), this kind of bustl"/!
has been recorded at a number of sites in southern Norway. They were
kept as a remedy, in one case for more than 200 years (ReichbornKjemlerud 1921:4);
3) A more mythical object, the ormestein ('worm stone' or 'snake stone').
It was supposediy formed during an assembly of snakes competing
for who should become a dragon. The weakest was killed, and reduced
to a stone. Both the name and the legend have been recorded from
several areas in southern Norway (Quisling 1918:21; Reichborn-Kjennerud 1921:4·8; Storaker 1928:25);
4) Minerals OI rock fragments, usually with a somewhat peculiar shape
or outlook, e.g., rock crystals and garnets [Bang 1902:290; Faye 1885;
Gf0n 1906; Reichhom-Kjennerud J921:11-14; Troels-Lund 1914a) and
in one case even a meteorite (Storaker 1923:lOB). According to Pontop-
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pidan (1752;285-287), such stones have also been used to facilitate
birth, and were then termed lfJsnesteiner 'loosening stones'. The mode
of use was similar to that recorded for drift seeds, Le., fadlitating birth
or relieving illness in cattle. They could be heated and placed on the
stomach, or water in which they had been submerged was given to
the sick animal (Reichborn.Kjennemd 1921:12). According to Reich·
bom·Kjennerud (1921:13), the tenn bus/ein was also used for larger
stones or boulders, firmly rooted in the ground. If people bought cattle,
the animals were led around a bustein of this sort to prevent them
from returning to their fonner home, obviously a magical cure. Such
large stones were also used for treating human diseases, both in Norwegian and S1imi traditon;
5) Drift seeds (Reichbom-Kjennerud 1921:9-10; Saxlund 1919; Strom
1756:fol.57a, 79a, 1762:138,387).
All five categol'ies of bus/ein are noted in the Norwegian dictionary of Hellevik
(1966). The explanation offered for why the name was also applied to dnft seeds
is, however, rather strange. "... seeds of a kind of pod that comes with the Gulf
Stream from the American coast (and consid.'red a bustem because at the coast
one may find it in the intestines of animals)" (Hellevik 1966:1113). This entry
must be based on a lexicographical note in "Norsk allkunnebok explaining bustei'l as: "1. Seeds of a pod type that come with the Gulf Stream from the American coast. The cows consume it along the coast. In folk tradition, this kind [of
Imstrill] is explained as a stone embryo, because it is found in the intestines of
cows" (Sudmann 1949:666). The likelihood of cattle accidentally eating drift seeds
must be remote indeed, though such a belief may have existed. Both entries seem
to mix up different traditions.
For drift seeds serving as a bWJtein, Saxlund (1919) is a primary source of
information. He provides a detailed description of their mode of use in Romsdal,
western Norway. According to him, their main purpose was to treat busot 'cattle
illness'. In folk tradition, this was supposed to be a particular disease, most frequent in older cows and manifested by loosening teeth. The latter symptom could
in fact suggest scurvy, a frequent disease in inadequately fed callie (d. Aim 1996:
191). The cure was carried out by giving the sick cow bUemten 'cattle water', which
was prepared by placing a bustein in clear water irom a spring. It was put there
in the moming, and left until midday, by which time the water supposedly had
accumulated sufficient healing power. Obvious elements of magic were involved:
those who came to collect the water should not speak to anyone on their way
home, and if they had to do so, the water had to be hidden away. Upon arrival
at home, the water should immediately be brought to the bam and given to the
sick cow. The cure never failed-except that it held no power for the person who
owned the busteill. At the time Saxlund (1919) wrote there were still people alive
who believed in the power of the busteill, and one such "stone" had been used
just a few years before. Two types of bustein are desnibed and illustrated; one is
easily identified as Ell/ada gigas and the other may be Mucuna sp,
The notion that such stones were sacred and secret objects is con£inned by
n
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note made during a travel at Sunnrru3re in western Norway

[The name] Bue-Stene is usually used for the round balls of hairs and
excrements that are found in the rumen of cattle; [they] are placed in
water and given the animals to drink against several diseases, R€fdSOi.tt
['red disease', probably some kind of
[icattle disconstipation, etc" 'Oilssodt [dropsy]...t\nother kind
Buestene are
those which are fmmd at the seaside [i.e.! drift seeds1by old women, who
like to have them and earn money from them; they are kept as sacred
objects or secrets, and must not be touched '''lith [the] naked hands,
(StnHn 1756:fol. 79a; dted by Standal et at. 1997:169)
Stram's diary contains a second entry on similar use of drift seeds, alias bustein,
in the Haram (Kjerstad) area of Mem~ og Romsdal, western Norway:
Others, on the other hand, place it [the stone] in water, which is then
[dropsy} etc, (Stmm 1756:foI.
to the animals against
cited by Standal et a1. 1997:125)
Almost nvo centuries later, Gjerding (1932:87·~88) described a bustein from the
same area (SunnmlZlre in western Nonvay) that must have been a drift seed, with
some details related to the mode of use:

Busteinl?:n was used as a healing remedy for cattle. It is about the size of
and so light that it will float in water. The color is dark but
if one puts it in water for three days, the water becomes brown, and then

a

it has healing properties for different kinds of diseases, especiaHy for tatlf1'
and ris/mig.
When a em-\' was ill, they used to put the index finger into the ears
and shake h.er. Then at once they would see if the cow was affected by
Mu!r or not. The teeth would
loosen in animals with taver. fl.,r
both tdl:rer and rist't'i'r!g [perhaps the same as colic] they ...ould give the
cows a little of this busleirrvatnet [cattle stone waterL and it helped.

According to Gjerding's description, the disease hiding behind the old tenn

tdver was probably scurvy; again, loosening teeth is a typical. symptom.

Td~¥?r,

more frequently taua"",", derives from the Norse tauvr 'witchcraft', i.e., a dise;;u;e
brought on by evil forces.
Storaker (1928:22) recorded a similar tradition in Mandai, southernmost Norway,with some interesting supplem.ents: Common to aU types of
was their
rarity. If someone had such a stone, this would be widely known, and people
could t.ravel long distances to called healing water prepared from it (see Rekhborn-Kjennerud 1921:17). The "stone" could float and was to be kept in water
until it sank. As this would tal<.e years for a drift se....d, this particular bllstein may
have been something else, perhaps a hairball.
Similar elaborate instructions
handling a
induding a whole range
of magical precautions, have been recorded at SoleI in southeast Nonvay (Reichborn-Kjennerud 1921:15), unfortunately without any details as to the kind of
"stone" that '\litS used,
flask used to collect the liqUid was brought to the
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(female) owner of the stone at sunset, and on the way there it ,\-vas forbidden to
talk or give in to bodily needs. The healing water was always prepared after
sunset. In this case, the bustein 'was handled with a piece of doth, lifted out the
chest where it was hidden and put into the flask, and the Lord's Prayer read.
Afterwards,
flask was transf;;\rred to the box and stored there until sunset the
next day. Thus, it 'would take at least 24 hours to acquire the healing water, which
was given to the sick cow as a drink. The fluid could also be used for human
diseases, following the same complicated procedure.
Hammer (1797) described three different specimens of bustein then in use at
Hadeland, southeast Norway. None of them seem to have been drift seeds, but
their mode of use is of some interest here:
When these Bustene are put in water overnight and l the fluid 1
to
the cow, which has Busot ['cattle illness'], hidden in a dough for Bukager
[,cattle cakes'], the illness disappears, which consists of an inflamed head
and loss of appetite. Peasant wives keep them
and will not wilLingly show them, because they are afraid they [the stones] will lose their
power. (Hammer 1797:131)
A similar tradition recorded in Gudbrandsdalen, interior southeast Norway~
leaves
doubt that bus-ot, the disease cured by a bustein, was scurvy. Again,
there is no indication of the kind of i1ustein used:
The most frequent cattle
here are: 1) Bue-Sot, which causes the
teeth to loosen during winter. It is cured by rubbing the teeth with tar
salt; some also put a Hue-Stem in water, whkh is given the cattle to
drink, as a remedy for this and other diseases; but I regard this nmre as
a superstition than a
(Hiorth0y 1785)
Dr~ft

Seeds itt Gypsy 1radition.-Troels-Lund (1914a) mentioned that various
"stones," including {lJsningssienen, were considered one of two possible cures for
rabies when the disease was transferred to livestock from wolves or dogs. He
described it as follows:
The second remedy, which only a f€\v could get hold of, was the so-called
Bu-Sten, which should be placed in the "vater the cattle got to drink Its
power stopped the illness [rabies]. Later, it was mainly the Gypsies who
claimed to possess these powerfully working stones. (Troels-Lund 1914a:
93; translated from Danish)
The last paragraph is probably based on Sundt (1852). His classic study of the
Gypsies in Norway contains a brief passage on "Bustenm/' translated here:

Bu..."tenen is a very mysterious thing. Every rural child has heard about it;
some "wise women" of our own lay people believe that they know its
secret. But they are wrong, the Gypsies claim; its secrets are so deep, that
they cannot even find words to express them. It should be black of color
and somewhat bigger than a
but
the only thing
get to
hear about its nature is that it derives from the outermost part of Finnmark, and that all power of magic is hidden in it. (Sundt 1852:152, see
also Storaker 1928:20)
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Sundt suggested that the Gypsy women could collect suitable magical objects
at the seashore, e.g., the teeth of some
and the bladders of Fucus spp.
However, he is probably wrong in supposing tli.at bustein was nothing more than
such vesicles; it is much more likely and in accordance with his own description
that the "stone" revered by the Gypsies was a drift seed. If so, they had probably
incorporated the old Nonv€'gian tradition in their own folklore; the first Gypsies
appeared in the kingdom of Denmatk-Norway during the sixteenth century
(Troels-Llmd 1914a). The referf..'nce to Finnmark, the northernmost county of Nor·
may be based on the area's long-standing reputation as a remote land
abounding in witchcraft and magicians; the Sami in particular were said to be
able to produce suitable winds for sailing, cast spells, etc. Finnmark was also
affected by
harshest witch trials on record
the twin kingdom of Denmark~
Norway (see AIm 2003b).

DRIFJ SEEDS AS LUCKY CHARMS
In some countries, such as Great Britain, drift seeds are considered lucky
charms in a more general sense (Nelson 2000:53££). Apart from their value in
mediating birth and curing cattle, there is only a single specific mention of Entllda
seeds as fllucky Charms" in Norwegian Iitforaiture:
A century has passed
since Gunnerus [1765] wrote this, and
even
today this superstition
so common in Finnmark, at least among the
Slimi, that anyone who has the luck to find such a
will
it with
him as a tali.'lman or amulet. Thus the Saml name
gold
can. (Sdrlibeler 1873-75:32; translated from German)
Fritzner (1877) provided an interesting description of the way such a drift
seed was conceived by the sami in east Finnmark The ref(~rence to precious metals
an object held in high esteem:

The Sam! termed it gaggaga::oge and made me notice that when. shaken,
one could hear something moving
it, of which they
there was
living silver inside (la? a;lle silbe 5ist), (Fritzn€r 1877:204)
A recent newspaper note (AIm 2003a) requesting information on
seeds
and their uses yielded an interesting supplement. Four replies from the VesteraLen
islands, north Nonvay, all referred to drift seeds (of which three wert:! confirmed
as Eniada gigas) as lykkesti.'il1 ("lucky stone"). One seed, found at Bet was more
than a hundred years old, and had passed through four generations in the same
family. Only one informant \-IlaS willing to send his seed by post for confirmation;
two others offered to bring tht..'ir seeds fOT inspection. In the Be case, the reason
was explicitly stated; losing (or even lending out) the seed could ruin the family
luck: Nit may cause misdlief to send it away. My grandma called it lykkestein. She
is 93 years old and remembers that it was always stored in the 'Russian chest' at
home at B0 (interview 2003), Another
gigas seed, found at Haugnes at the
northern tip of And0ya in. the early nventteth century, was also known as a lykAccording to the present O~itnerl his father had "often brought it with
him" when travelling, obviously as a lucky chann (interview 2003).
fT
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HANDLING AND STORING THE PRECIOUS OBJECT

Both
and bustein were predous and sought-after
As such,
they could pass down generations through inheritance, and they were often stored
in spedal containers in order to preserve their healing properties (RekhbomKjennerud 1921:16; 1942:276).

Saxlund (1919) describt~d a bustein from Romsdal, western Norway! which for
several generations had been stored in a special book-shaped box. in a matrix of
car,aWl'iy (Carum carvi
He
that such use Carum
was
frequent, mainly to prevent the "stone'" (in this case an Entadl1 gigas seed) from
being worn. Similar book-shaped boxes are known from the late medieval period
onwards in Norway, hut most may be dated to the late eighteenth or nineteenth
century, Tht..'Y ,;",ere used for storing various valuable assets, not least hymnbooks
(Gjrerder 1981:53ff).

According to Strem (1762:387), the "stone" should not be touched by hand;
a similar tradition is recorded from Hadeland (Hammer 1797:13lt Manda! (Storaker 1928:22) afld Soh"r (Reichborn-Kjennerud 1921:6, 1942:276), all in the southern part of Norway~ hut in the latter three cases not necessarily referring to drift
seeds; Hammer referred to a """,arm-stone:'
Staraker (1928:22)
a simple explanation for
precautions: a bustein
would lose its power if it was touched by hand. Wooden utensils or a spoon could
be used instead (Reichborn-Kjennerud 1942:276). In MandaI, southernmost Norway, two sticks were used (Storaker 1928:22). Saxlund (1919:97) provided further
details: the bustein was. lifted out of its box with a wooden spoon, specially commisioned for this use and kept within the box. Again, the "stone" was never
touched with the fingers.

DRIFT SEEDS AS TOYS AND HUMBLE DECORATIOI\fS
The only record of drift seeds used as toys in children's
derives from
the island of Seiland in western Finnmark. Here, at least three women raised in
small sami settlement of Survik ~'It-ere well acquainted with such se€~as·-()r
skategg. They had found several Entada gigas seeds during their childhood years.
Their comments (interviews 200l) suggest that the seeds were collected with a
comhination of curiosity
slight fear: "There was something strange about
those skateggan"; "one did not feel comfortable if one was walking along the shore
and found those skateggan." Still, the seeds were used as toys: "We made a shop
.. , and those skateggan were certainly sold in the shop."
Although inconclusive,
use of the formerly esteemed drift seeds may
suggest that the old tradition of using them in folk medicine was forgotten; in
this particular case at least in the 19605. Nordhagen (1961:83) noted that Entada
gigas seeds were frequently seen in the homes of fishermen along the coast of
Norway; probably based on his own observations during extensive travels and
field work in the 19308, The seeds were no longer used, only exhibited as curiosities and decorations "together \-vith (various] hrie-a-brae.
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ETIi!\1()BOTl\I'JY Of COCOS NUCIFERA
Contrary to some other flotsam, coconuts
L} do not seem to
have been held in much esteem in Non\'egian folk tradition. With Gunnerus (1765:
23-24), Lindman (1883:92).• and Stram (1762:192) as noteworthy exception-'l, there
is hardly any mention of coconuts in the literature. The only suggestion of a
vernacular name is given by the two dghte€nth~centurydergymen, who called
them Ege-Nedder--which vv'ould
(plural) in modem Norwegian~a
name otherwise reserved for Quercu5 nuts {eik 'oak', Hotter 'nuts').
A single exception to the general silmce in the later literature may be noted,
from the outermost Lofoten islands. Svendsen (1916:86-87) :reported: "Lately, people have become aware that they are edible." Thus, until the end of the eighteenth
century, there is nothing to suggest that coconuts were considered anything more
than curious obj{)cts.

TIME LINE
:Most of the sources quoted here derive from the eighteenth century or later.
However, the Norwegian tradition related to drift se€ds and other "strange
stones'! is probably much older. It may be traced back to the Viking age, mainly
through Icelandic manuscripts, an invaluable source of Norse tradition. According
to Pering (1941), Hafsdrapa 2 contains a line mentioning an object called tlu;
singastein or Mfnyra, whid\ the Norse god HeimdaH stole from Loki:
The experienced, famous protector of the land of the gods grabbed the
"slngasteinn" from Loki; the courageous son of nine mothers ruled over
the beautiful sea kidney (I>ering 1941:210, translated from German),

'£he name hafnyra 'sea kidney' is strongly evocative of the kidney-shaped

tada seeds, which may thus have held a position in Norse legends. Pering (1941)
suggested that br£singamen, the famous centerpiece of the goddess Freyja's necklace, was just such a drift seed-a fitting object for a goddess of fertility
discussion in Brodersen 1974 and Meaney 1983). According to Pcring (1941:219)
the old Norse name for Enttuia seeds may have been signtlsteillrl. Brodersen (1974)
found the argument convincing, both on lingustk and folkloristk grounds.
Thus, it is likely that Etltada seeds were used as birth-mediating agents in the
Viking age, though conclusive evidence is lacking. With the potential exception
of brisingamen and its centerpiece, medieval manuscripts do not refer to vetienyrer
'wight's kidneys' or similar terms known to designate drift seeds. However, it
may be more than a coincidence that the NOfB€ poem called Oddnmurgrlitr (in
Sremundar Edda) contains a magic song which was used to help a wo:rnan during
a hard birth (Faye 1885:675-676), calling on help from good "11i1!ttir, Frigg ok
Freyja" (Pritzner 1896:982), Le., good wights, Frigg and Frey}a. Freyja was Odin's
wife. She was also the goddess of marriage, the one who listened to the prayers
of childless couples (Falk and Torp 1903-l16), and the Norse fertility goddess. If
drift seeds were involved, at least the presence of favorable va:ttir could be en-

sured.
The Norse (Icelandic) sagas contain several other references to magic
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"stones," induding the lyfsteimt 'ma.gic stone' or 'heaJing stone', which could be
attached to swords and would protect from injury, and the
'victory
stone', which ensured victory in battle (Brod€fsen 1974; Gmn 1906:99·-100, 1908:
133). Thus, "stones" as revered and pO'\'Irerful objects were an established part of
Norse folklore.
The tradition of using I Is tones" to treat sick animals may also be traced back
to pre--Christian Norse tradition. It is mentionted lr' early medieval manuscrips,
e.g., in the Icelandic Gragas, in which two Icelandic bishops warned against believing in stones a& a remedy for people and animals (Finsen 1852:23).
In general, the Norwegian tradition of drift seeds is
related to that of
Iceland (Amason 1862:649) and the Fames (e.g., Debes
both in terms of
vernacular names and various superstitions~not surprising giv.m. the common
Norse origin of the three peoples. Folklore related to If!sningssteinen and
use
as a birth~mediating agent is common to Norway and lcelandi see the comments
on ImlSnarstt'innin in Maurer (1860:180) and Jonasson (1911;376). Maurer (1860:
181) noted that an Entada seed found in the Faroes was accepted by people from
1celand as a typical lausmrrsteimL
The name vettenyre for Entada giga.<;
is known only from Norway and
the Faroes. At the latter islands/ some people believed them to be growing "among
seai~weecl5 in the sea,
people had great confidence in them, as they believed,
it would bring luck to the house, if they were stored" (Gumi.erus 1765:19); the
supposed derivation from sea-v.reeds is quite similar to the "marine" origin of the
seeds suggested by many Nonvegian vernacular names. PedeI' Clau8wn
sixteenth-century comment on drift seeds in the Farocs may suggest further sim~
Harties ben.o\,'een the folklore there and in Norvvay:
is found [in the
a small stone floating at the shores, which
is shaped as a Hat heart or kidney {the seed of Entadl1 gigas}! which they
call Vettenyre, and they believe.. tiU\! this stone can give birth to another,
when it is stored for a long timet which will be further described tmder
the description of Norway. (cited from Storm 1881:432)
Unfortunately, there is no further reference to 'l'ettenyrer in the manuscripts of
Friis (Grundtvig 1878:163, footnote; Storm 1881:432, footnote}. Still, his comment
strongly suggests that a similar belief was found in Non-yay.

PRESENt STATUS
Except for my own brief notes (AJm 200l, 2003a), the last authors to mention
contemporary sources for a living tradition of naming and using drift seeds in
Norway are Bmx (1970:83), Kohl (l926a, 1926b), and Saxlund (1919), Folklore
related to drift seeds is missing in all postwar studies of ethnobotany in Norway,
induding the massive collection of H0Cg (1974). Thus, as far as drift seeds are
cffilcerned, it seems likely that the old traditions are now mostly forgotten. If
use in folk medicine survives anywhere in Norway, coastal north Norway seemS
the most likely area to search for the last remnants of a Long tradition. As noted
above, the only extant tradition of using drift seeds I have encountered in Nonvay
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is their surviving use as lucky charms in the VesteriUen islands, and their recent
use as toys in coastal west Finnmark

MEDICAL

OF DRIFT SEEDS: PHARMACOu::x:;Y,

PSYCHOLOGY, OR BOTH?
The seeds of Diodea spp., Entada spp., and Mucuna spp. contain a
of
chemical wmpounds. Most studies so far have been carried out on species other
than those found in Norway. Entada gigas seeds contain a poisonous oil (as noted
by Rekhborn-Kjenuerud 1922), flavonojds and saponins (Hariharan 1974), and at
least some L-dopa (Janardhanan and Nalini 1991). In spite of being somewhat
poisonous, they are consumed as a pulse by some ethnic groups in India (Janardhanan and NaUru 1991). Mucwm seeds are also poisonous (Mabberley 1998).
The seeds of Mucuna sloanei and related taxa are the richest known natural source
of free L-dopa, which is used to treat Parkinson's disease (Buckles 1995; Rai and
Saidu 1977). M.unma seeds: also containN-dimethyltryptamine (DMT), which may
induce hallucinations and psychosis (Infante et al. 1990).
Both Entada giga.~ and Mucuna sloal1£i seeds have been used in folk medicine
in the source areas. In India, Entada gigas seeds have some reputation as a tonic,
emetic, anthelminthic and ann·penodic (Hariharan 1974). In Africar Mucuna 8foattli seeds have been used to prevent miscarriage in pregnant women (Ajiwe et
a1. 1997:259). The use
female complaints in widely separate areas is worth
noting, and may suggest some real pharmacological property.
In Norwegian f()lk medicine, drift seeds have mostly been US('l1 externally.
Such use may have had beneficial psychologica.l effects; e.g., during the birth
process. A weak pharmacological effect could possibly occur when the seed::. are
soaked in water for use in folk veterinary medicine. Alcohol is more likely to
extract chemical constituent" potential pharmacological interest, though drinking beer or ale from an empty seed cap during birth, as mentioned in some
sources, could hardly provide a more than a very weak extract. Otherwise, there
is little evidence of internal use of drift
in Norway, althoLl.gh it is hinted at
by Schubeler (1873-75). It may also be noted that bothPontoppidan and Gunneros
mentioned the taste of the seeds, suggesting that the idea of consuming them was
known. Pontoppidan (1752:254) described the taste of his drift seed (probably
Mucuna sloanei) as "hardly different from that of a salt bean." According to Gunneras (1765:18), the Entada kernel (Le., the seed) at first has a cloying taste, and
later becomes. bitter, though Gunnerus noted that some
had lost more of
their tilste and power than others. The only indisputable evidence of intemal use
of drift seeds as medicine in Norway is the record from Senja (Troms county),
where a woman was instructed to eat the seed kemel in case of disease. Based
on the preva.lence of records of external use, Nettelbladt (1981:6-7) is probably
right itl concluding that the use of drift
in NorNegian folk medicine was
"mainly
a magic or psychological nature."

CONCLUDING DISCUS-SIaN
The larger drift seeds are curious and pleasing objectsl and have probably
attracted people's attention since time immemorial. In Europe, their relative rarity
has obviously contributed to their role and reputation in folk medicine.
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The Norwegian traditions
to drift :reeds are closely aligned with those
of
and the
all with populations of Norse origin. The use of
seeds as an aid during childbirth is known throughout the old Norse domain
(Faye 188S; Grundtvig 1878; Helland 1905:224; Jonasson 1911; Maurer 1860). A
as the supposed marine origin of
number of other beliefs are also common,
the drift seeds, according to ,videspl'ead
belief from some kind of submarine
trees or other submerged plants. The interpretation of the seeds as some kind of
floating stones, sometimes believed to be "pregnant" stones due to the rattling
seed inside, is connected to the widespread European tradition of eagle stones or
1878:49ff;
aetites, knovlt'U since classical tim.es (Pritzner 1877:204-205;
Nelson 2000:49; Reichborn-Kjennerud 1921:10).
The British Isles are another major destination of exotic drift
folk
across the Atlantic. Nelson (1983, 1988, 2(00) provides extensive sllTVP\TS
seeds in that area. British and Irish folk uses and beliefs
traditions related to
resemble those of Norway in many respects, not least in the use of drift seeds as
ability to cure sick animals, and more
birth-mediating objects, in their
striking difference beh,'een the tvvo areas,
mundane uses such as snuffboxes.
however, is the lack of religious connotations in Norway. In the British Isles, drift
seeds are often placed and interpreted in a Christian context. For example, the
seed of Merremia discoidesperma, with its cross-shaped markings, and Caesalpinl<l
OOl'uJuc, with a white coat, are held in particularly high regard (NeL'lon 1983, 1988,
2000:44££, 101); vernacular names commonly refer to the Virgin Mary (e.g., Marys
beans).
According to Nelson (1983, 2000:47), such beliefs are a characteristic feature
of the folklore of
Outer Hebrides, where the Roman Catholic Church has
remained the dominant faith. Although Norway nowadays is mainly Protestant
its Catholic (pre-Reformation) past could easily have dL'*lsenlinated similar interpretations and vernacular names in Non-vay. Indeed, many plant species still hclVt!!
Norwegian vernacular names that associate them with the Virgin Mary or Catholic saints,
For some other magical plant remedies,
as the tubers of the orchid Dac~
tllilorh:iza mandata (L) Sot), an abundance of
vernacular names has
since replaced forgotten (but obviously once
fiheathenN names in
parts of Non-vay (see AIm 2000). One. could assume, perhaps, that drift
in
Nonvay have retained their old vernacular names (€.g.! vettenyte) simply because
the existing terms were "harmless" and not closely related to the pre-Christian
Norse pantheon-and thus did not have to be purged by the Church. By retaining
old names and interpretations, e,g., as floating or pregnant "stones," or nuts derived from submarine plants; the drift seed traditions in Norway have, in some
ways, preserved a fair share of man's natural curiosity towards nature.
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